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Abstract
This paper describes a technique to (1) learn the representation of a pathological motion pattern from a
given population, and (2) compare individuals to this population. Our hypothesis is that this pattern can
be modeled as a deviation from normal motion by means of non-linear embedding techniques. Each subject
is represented by a 2D map of local motion abnormalities, obtained from a statistical atlas of myocardial
motion built from a healthy population. The algorithm estimates a manifold from a set of patients with
varying degrees of the same disease, and compares individuals to the training population using a mapping
to the manifold and a distance to normality along the manifold. The approach extends recent manifold
learning techniques by constraining the manifold to pass by a physiologically meaningful origin representing
a normal motion pattern. Interpolation techniques using locally adjustable kernel improve the accuracy of
the method. The technique is applied in the context of cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT), focusing on
a specific motion pattern of intra-ventricular dyssynchrony called septal flash (SF). We estimate the manifold
from 50 CRT candidates with SF and test it on 37 CRT candidates and 21 healthy volunteers. Experiments
highlight the relevance of nonlinear techniques to model a pathological pattern from the training set and
compare new individuals to this pattern.
Keywords: Manifold learning, pattern analysis, cardiac atlas, myocardial motion, CRT
1. Introduction
1.1. Patient selection for CRT
In this paper, we address the issue of learning
the representation of a pathological motion pat-
tern from a given population, and its use for the
comparison of individuals to this population. Our
strategy is based on the fact that di↵erent grades
of the same disease, for a patient or within a pop-
ulation, can be seen as progressive impairments of
the normal condition of an organism. This notion
is particularly of interest for the understanding of
this disease, from the early detection of its onset to
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the quantification of its progression and its moni-
toring post-treatment. In particular, we would like
to apply these considerations to cardiac resynchro-
nization therapy (CRT) studies, supported by the
following paradigm: CRT targets the correction
of the dyssynchrony in the motion of the cardiac
chambers, leading to improvements in the cardiac
function, the patient condition, and ventricular size
(St John Sutton et al., 2003); however, CRT patient
selection still discards mechanical dyssynchrony as
a selection criteria (Dickstein et al., 2010). There
are several reasons for this: there is currently no
consensus regarding the accurate characterization
of mechanical dyssynchrony, its link with CRT out-
come, and the way to include it within the patient
selection process (Fornwalt et al., 2009; Fornwalt,
2011; Delgado and Bax, 2011; Sung and Foster,
2011).
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Recently, Parsai et al. (2009) discussed the ad-
vantages of considering specific groups of mechan-
ical dyssynchrony in the CRT selection process.
Each of these groups was associated to one spe-
cific pathological pattern of myocardial motion and
deformation, with di↵erent grades of abnormality
with respect to a healthy cardiac function. The
relevance of similar patterns of mechanical dyssyn-
chrony was also described in De Boeck et al. (2009);
Szulik et al. (2010), using more quantitative mea-
surements. Based on these findings, a straightfor-
ward improvement of CRT patient selection would
be achieved through the recognition of such pat-
terns in new CRT candidates, as the response
rate of each of these patterns is roughly known.
The same concept could also be applied to quan-
titatively grading the severity of the disease or
the response to the therapy. Nonetheless, all the
above-cited methods still lack reproducible tools to
perform inter-subject comparison, as discussed in
Fornwalt (2011), which limits their applicability.
1.2. Robust comparison through statistical atlases
Statistical atlases were initially designed for rep-
resenting instances of a given population, by mod-
elling the statistical distribution of anatomical and
functional features within this population (Toga
et al., 2006; Young and Frangi, 2009). In these
frameworks, the data of each subject is normalized
to a common anatomical reference, which allows re-
producible intra- and inter- population comparison.
Atlases of motion and deformation (Rougon et al.,
2004; Rao et al., 2004; Chandrashekara et al., 2005)
fit for the study of cardiac dyssynchrony, namely
comparing the myocardial velocities and strain of
individuals to a reference population (either healthy
or with the same disease) used to build the atlas.
In particular, Duchateau et al. (2011b) proposed a
pipeline for the characterization of abnormal pat-
terns of ventricular dyssynchrony, in comparison
with a healthy population, using an atlas-based
quantification of local myocardial motion abnor-
malities. However, the tools used for statistically
modelling the variability of healthy subjects may
not be adequate if the strategy is extended to build
an atlas for a specific pattern of dyssynchrony. Vari-
ations of the pattern localization within the cardiac
cycle and along the myocardial wall may bias the es-
timation of the local variability for this population,
despite its synchronization to a common system of
spatiotemporal coordinates, therefore requiring the
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Figure 1: (a) Set of synthetic images representing a black
disk over a white background. The maximum dimension-
ality of the space of images corresponds to the number of
pixels of each image, but each synthetic image lies in a 2D
subspace, the position of each disk being associated to a
coordinate in a 2D space (blue dots). (b) Average image,
without considering that data is arranged according to a 2D
structure. (c) Fre´chet mean image on the data-driven man-
ifold, corresponding to coordinates (25, 0).
inclusion of more complex statistics or pattern anal-
ysis techniques in the atlas construction.
1.3. Comparison to a given population
The comparison of individuals to a specific pat-
tern of dyssynchrony can be seen as a two-steps ap-
proach: (1) finding a relevant space to model this
pattern, and (2) defining a distance to this popula-
tion through the mapping of any individual to this
space.
The definition of an optimal space for represent-
ing and comparing populations has been exten-
sively commented in the literature (Ashburner and
Klo¨ppel, 2011). A k-nearest neighbours compari-
son in the original space, or linear dimensionality
reduction techniques may bias the analysis in case
the modeled population lies on a non-linear space
(Kim and Choi (2007); Tenenbaum et al. (2000) and
Fig. 1).
In contrast, a manifold representation is partic-
ularly of interest for our application as it assumes
that the global structure of the modeled population
may be non-linear, and its parametrization allows
inter-subject comparison along this structure.
Principal geodesic analysis (Fletcher et al., 2004)
is a generalization of PCA for data lying on a man-
ifold, but is described in cases where the manifold
structure is already known and independent of the
processed data.
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Manifold learning algorithms were proposed to
estimate the low-dimensional structure of the stud-
ied dataset by taking into account the local prop-
erties of the input data in the dimensionality re-
duction process (Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000),
Local Linear Embedding (Roweis and Saul, 2000),
Laplacian eigenmaps (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003),
kernel-PCA (Scho¨lkopf et al., 1998)).
The comparison of individuals to the modeled
population requires mapping this new data to the
manifold. Methods solving the “pre-image prob-
lem” (Mika et al., 1999; Kwok and Tsang, 2004;
Zheng et al., 2010) estimate the image generated
from the manifold that shares the same coordinates
as the input image, but do not explicitly provide a
formulation for the mappings between the ambient
space and the manifold system of coordinates.
Several works provided an explicit formulation of
the above-mentioned mappings, extending the con-
cept of principal curves (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989),
a non-linear generalization of PCA, using kernel re-
gression on scattered data. Gerber et al. (2009)
demonstrated the analogy between these two con-
cepts when the number of points tends to infinity.
Bengio et al. (2004) proposed a framework to map
new data to the manifold system of coordinates.
The computation of the inverse mapping (estimat-
ing the image from the initial ambient space corre-
sponding to a given manifold coordinate) was tar-
geted in (Meinicke et al., 2005; Gerber et al., 2009,
2010; Etyngier et al., 2007; Davis et al., 2010).
1.4. Proposed approach
In this paper, we propose a framework for com-
paring the myocardial motion of individuals to a
population with a specific pattern of abnormal mo-
tion, using manifold learning techniques to rep-
resent this population as a progressive deviation
from normality. We extend manifold learning tech-
niques to embed the definition of a relevant origin
within the manifold, and use kernels with locally
adjustable bandwidth to improve the accuracy of
the mappings between the space of input images
and the space of coordinates parameterizing the
manifold.
The originality of our method resides in the use
of 2D maps of local myocardial motion abnormal-
ities as input, as introduced in Duchateau et al.
(2011b). This highlights the presence of specific ab-
normal motion patterns, which can be represented
by a manifold structure specific to each pattern, and
allows the definition of a physiologically meaningful
origin within the manifold, representing a normal
motion pattern. Each pathological pattern is there-
fore considered a deviation from normality along a
manifold structure. The proposed technique repre-
sents a step forward for patient comparison in clin-
ical applications, as it facilitates the identification
of the closest class a sample falls in (distance to the
manifold) and the localization of this sample within
the identified class (distance to normality along the
manifold).
The method is applied in the context of CRT,
comparing both healthy subjects and patients to
a population with a specific pattern of intra-
ventricular dyssynchrony called septal flash (SF)
(Parsai et al., 2009). This pattern consists of a
fast inward / outward radial motion of the septum
during the isovolumic contraction period, contrast-
ing with healthy hearts, which contract along the
longitudinal direction (Fig. 2, 3 and 4). Gjesdal
et al. (2011) interpreted SF as the result of active
septal contraction during left bundle-branch block,
which was shown to actively condition CRT out-
come (Parsai et al., 2009; Duckett et al., 2012).
A preliminary version of this work was presented
in Duchateau et al. (2011a), in which we illustrated
the feasibility of such an approach. The current pa-
per improves the whole methodology, from the atlas
construction steps (use of temporal di↵eomorphic
free-form deformation, De Craene et al. (2012b))
to the patient comparison to the manifold (use of
locally adjustable kernels) and in-depth tuning of
the whole set of parameters, using both synthetic
and real data.
2. Methods
The computation of a distance between individu-
als and a given population considered as a patholog-
ical deviation from normality consists of three steps:
(1) the quantification of motion abnormalities for
all the subjects in the dataset, (2) the estimation
of a relevant manifold for the training population,
constrained to pass by an origin representing nor-
mal motion, and (3) the mapping of any subject to
the manifold.
2.1. Atlas-based computation of myocardial motion
abnormalities
The input images for our method consist of 2D
spatiotemporal maps of myocardial motion abnor-
malities, obtained from a statistical atlas of motion
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built from healthy volunteers. The implementation
used in the current paper for computing these maps
improves the pipeline proposed in Duchateau et al.
(2011b), as described in the following paragraphs.
2.1.1. Motion extraction
Myocardial velocities are extracted from the im-
age sequence of each volunteer, at each point in time
and space, using image-based registration. The
di↵eomorphic free-form deformation (FFD) imple-
mentation used in Duchateau et al. (2011b) pro-
vides piece-wise stationary velocities, which may be
a limitation for the temporal synchronization step
of the atlas building (Fig. 2). In our current imple-
mentation, we preferred the temporal di↵eomorphic
free-form deformation (TDFFD) method proposed
in De Craene et al. (2012b), which enforces tem-
poral consistency and provides di↵erentiable veloc-
ities.
We used a multi-resolution implementation of the
TDFFD, the initial grid size being of 5 x 3 control
points in the spatial direction and 1 control point
per frame in the temporal direction. Mean square
error was used as similarity metric, combining a
comparison to the first frame of the sequence and
the comparison of consecutive frames (De Craene
et al., 2011), with equal weights. The L-BFGS-B
algorithm (Byrd et al., 1995) was chosen as opti-
mizer for the whole registration procedure.
2.1.2. Atlas-based comparison to normality
The velocities extracted from each sequence are
spatiotemporally synchronized to a common ref-
erence anatomy, using ECG matching (time) and
local reorientation derived from image registra-
tion (multiscale di↵eomorphic FFD, Rueckert et al.
(2006)) between the first frames of each sequence
(space). At each instant of the cardiac cycle and
each point of the septum, the velocity vector of
each individual is compared to the distribution of
velocity vectors for the atlas population at this loca-
tion, using the Mahalanobis distance. Average and
covariance of myocardial velocities over the set of
healthy volunteers encode a representation of nor-
mal motion. Assuming that the local distribution of
velocities for the atlas population is Gaussian, the
cumulative function associated to this distribution
returns a two-tailed p-value, low p-value indicating
high degree of abnormality. In contrast, a p-value
close to 1 indicates normal motion.
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Figure 2: Radial velocities at one point of the septum (mid-
inferoseptal level) during one cardiac cycle, for one CRT
candidate with SF (black curve, arrows indicate the inward
and outward events of SF), and the atlas of healthy volun-
teers (gray, average velocity ± standard deviation). Com-
parison between di↵eomorphic FFD between each pair of
consecutive frames, providing piece-wise stationary veloci-
ties (Duchateau et al., 2011b), and temporal di↵eomorphic
free-form deformation (TDFFD, De Craene et al. (2012b)),
which enforces temporal consistency and provides di↵eren-
tiable velocities, all pairs of frames being considered simul-
taneously during the computation.
2.1.3. Representation of p-value maps of abnormal-
ities
We chose to represent this spatiotemporal infor-
mation by means of color-coded maps, in which
the horizontal axis is time (systole) and the ver-
tical one is the position along the septum (Fig. 3).
Similar displays, inspired from anatomical M-mode
echocardiographic images, were previously used in
strain rate imaging (Heimdal et al., 1998) or speckle
tracking applications (Marwick et al., 2007). In the
current paper, each pixel value corresponds to the
p-value index used to locally encode abnormality,
in a logarithmic scale, multiplied by the sign of the
radial velocity. The color-code associates blue and
red color to highly abnormal inward and outward
motion of the septum, respectively. This choice was
made to highlight the inward and outward events of
SF, in comparison with other patterns of left ven-
tricular dyssynchrony (Fig. 4). According to these
conventions, the origin used to constrain the man-
ifold (Sec. 2.4.3) is defined as an image having 0
value at every pixel, representing a normal motion
pattern.
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Figure 3: Map of septal motion abnormalities during systole,
for one CRT candidate with SF. The color-scale encodes ab-
normality (p-value) in a logarithmic scale, multiplied by the
sign of the radial velocity v⇢ to highlight the inward and
outward events of SF.
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Figure 4: Abnormality maps for four di↵erent subjects: two
with SF (top row, arrows indicate the inward and outward
events of SF), one with left-right interaction (bottom left),
a type of inter-ventricular dyssynchrony (Parsai et al., 2009)
where the septum moves passively inward, as indicated by
the black arrow, and one healthy volunteer (bottom right).
2.2. Definition of variables
Each of the abnormality maps described in
Sec. 2.1 corresponds to one subject in the dataset,
and is used as a 2D input image for the manifold
learning process. The rationale of manifold learn-
ing on maps of statistical significance is discussed
in Sec. 4.
All the images considered in this paper belong to
an ambient space A ⇢ RP , P being the number of
pixels of each image. We denote I = {I0, ..., IN} ⇢
A the dataset of N + 1 images used for the man-
ifold estimation. The image I0 corresponds to the
image origin for normality. This is a synthetic im-
age with 0 value at each pixel, as explained in
Sec. 2.1.3. This image is added to the original
dataset {I1, ..., IN} before any computation. Every
image Ii, i > 0 is therefore connected to I0 through
the isomap graph resulting from the computations
described below (Sec. 2.3). This amounts to con-
sidering every element of I as a deviation from the
origin along a specific path on the manifold struc-
ture.
The coordinate space of the surface estimating
the manifold is denoted C ⇢ RM , M being the es-
timated dimensionality of the manifold. Note that
M < N + 1 due to its estimation from a train-
ing set of N + 1 images, this size being lower than
P , the number of pixels of each image. We denote
f : A ! C and g : C ! A the correspondence
functions between A and C. An approximation of
these functions can be obtained using interpolation
techniques (Sec. 2.4), inspired from the concept of
principal curves (Hastie and Stuetzle, 1989).
We preferred to keep notations general for the
formulation of our problem, and we denote SA : A⇥
A! R+ and SC : C ⇥ C ! R+ the metrics used to
compare elements of A and C, respectively. In our
implementation, we used the Euclidean distance for
both metrics SA and SC , for both synthetic and
CRT datasets, this choice being discussed in Sec. 4.
2.3. Manifold learning through Isomap
The isomap algorithm (Tenenbaum et al., 2000)
is used to estimate the manifold (Fig. 5a). First, a
graph is built for the dataset I, based on the k-NN
algorithm, connecting all the images among them-
selves according to the metric SA. The geodesic
distance between two points, defined as the shortest
path connecting these two points, along the graph,
is denoted dkNN. Then, Euclidean embedding of
this k-NN connected graph provides a set of coor-
dinates X = {x0, ...,xN} ⇢ C.
2.4. Mapping new patients: from A to C
The estimation of f : A ! C can be formu-
lated as an interpolation problem, which can be
re-defined on a reproducible kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS) (Saitoh, 1988; Aronszajn, 1950; Glaunes,
2005) F of functions A ! C. The solution of this
problem belongs to a subspace FI ⇢ F , where the
pairs (I, c) 2 A⇥C are constrained to be located in
a specific set I ⇥ X .
In our case, I = {Ii}i2[0,N ] is finite-dimensional.
As commented in Durrleman (2010), FI is therefore
finite-dimensional, and f can be searched in the
closure of the set spanned by the vectors:
8J 2 A, KF (J, Ii) · ci, (Ii, ci) 2 I ⇥ C, (1)
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Studied subject Interpolated coordinates
Ii i2[0,N]
k-NN graph
Isomap
f g
Training set   I = {  }  ½A
?
Mapped image
(a) Manifold learning through isomap (training set) (c) Distance computation
(b) Mapping new subjects (testing set)
f(I) g(f(I))I
Origin
Studied subject
Mapped image
xi i2[0,N]X = {  }  ½  C
Corresponding coordinates
Figure 5: Pipeline for the method presented in this paper.
where KF : A ⇥ A ! MM,M is the reproducible
kernel of F , and MM,M is the set of M ⇥ M -
dimensional real-valued matrices.
Thus, the norm in the RKHS (finite-dimensional
case) can be defined as:
kfkF =
NX
i=0
NX
j=0
cti ·KF (Ii, Ij) · cj , (2)
where .t is the transposition operator.
The interpolation problem can be formulated as
an exact or inexact matching problem, depending
if we assume that the manifold should pass exactly
by the training set, or if we tolerate some disper-
sion of the data around the manifold. The for-
mulations of this problem, detailed in the follow-
ing sections, have analytical solutions which can be
written as expansions in terms of the training sam-
ples (nonparametric representer theorem, Scho¨lkopf
et al. (2001)). We also refer the reader to Kimel-
dorf and Wahba (1970) for further details on the
formulation of the solution.
The choice of the kernel determines the RKHS in
which the problem is solved. This point is discussed
in App. A.
In the following subsections, we describe the basic
formulation of this problem and the improvements
made to adapt it to our framework.
2.4.1. Exact matching
In case the interpolation is formulated as an exact
matching problem, we look for the optimal f : A!
C passing by all the coordinates xi 2 X at the data
points Ii 2 I:8<: argminf2F
⇣
1
2kfk2F
⌘
,
under the constraint f(Ii) = xi, 8i 2 [0, N ].
(3)
As commented in Sec. 2.4 and App. B, the solu-
tion for Eq. 3 can be written as:⇢
f(I) =
PN
i=0 kF (I, Ii) · ci,
with C = K 1I ·X,
(4)
where:
• C = (c0, . . . , cN )t 2MN+1,M , with ci 2 C,
• KI =
 
kF (Ii, Ij)
 
(i,j)2[0,N ]2 2MN+1,N+1 ,
• X = (x0, . . . ,xN )t 2MN+1,M .
In this paper, the scalar function kF defining the
kernel KF is chosen of the exponential form:
kF (I,J) = exp
   SA(I,J)2/ 2F , (5)
 F being its bandwidth and (I,J) 2 A2. The choice
of such a function is commented in App. A, while
the choice of a relevant bandwidth is discussed in
Sec. 2.4.4.
2.4.2. Inexact matching
In case we tolerate some dispersion of the data
around the manifold, the previous interpolation
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needs to be re-written as an inexact matching prob-
lem, now looking for the optimal f : A ! C best
approximating the coordinates xi 2 X at the data
points Ii 2 I:
argmin
f2F
⇣1
2
kfk2F +
 f
2
NX
i=0
SC
 
f(Ii),xi
 2⌘
, (6)
where  f is a weighting coe cient balancing the
smoothness of the interpolation and the adherence
to the data.
Eq. 6 has the following analytical solution:(
f(I) =
PN
i=0 kF (I, Ii) · ci,
with C =
 
KI + 1 f IdN+1,N+1
  1 ·X, (7)
IdN+1,N+1 being the identity matrix inMN+1,N+1.
2.4.3. Constrained problem
In this paper, the formulation of Eq. 6 is adapted
to force the interpolation function to pass by the
coordinates origin x0:8<: argminf2F
⇣
1
2kfk2F +  f2
PN
i=1 SC
 
f(Ii),xi
 2⌘
,
under the constraint f(I0) = x0.
(8)
The analytical solution for this problem is written
as: (
f(I) =
PN
i=0 kF (I, Ii) · ci,
with C =
 
KI + 1 fM
  1 ·X, (9)
where M =
 
Mi,j
 
(i,j)2[0,N ]2 2 MN+1,N+1, with
Mi,i = 1 8i 6= 0 and 0 otherwise.
With this formulation,
xi =
NX
j=0
 
kF (Ii, Ij) +
1
 f
Mi,j
  · cj . (10)
Thus, x0 =
PN
j=0 kF (I0, Ij) · cj , which corre-
sponds to the exact matching formulation of Eq. 4,
meaning that the constraint f(I0) = x0 is satisfied.
The addition of such a constraint is illustrated in
Fig. 6, which displays the curve interpolated from
a 1D synthetic dataset, using inexact matching, be-
fore and after forcing the curve to pass by a given
point, as described in Eq. 8.
2.4.4. Use of locally adjustable kernel
In the previous formulations, no constraint is
made on the kernel bandwidth, which fully condi-
tions the accuracy of the interpolation. Previous
without constraint
with constraint
Figure 6: Interpolation of a 1D synthetic dataset using inex-
act matching, before and after the addition of a constraint
forcing the curve to pass by the point indicated by the black
arrow.
works used a fixed bandwidth, defined as average
k-NN distance, namely:
 F =
1
N + 1
NX
i=0
SA(Ii, nnk(Ii)), (11)
where nnk(Ii) is the kth neighbour of Ii (Gerber
et al., 2010).
In fact, the use of a fixed bandwidth has some
limitations in case the points distribution is not
uniform, which is our case (Sec. 3.1.2 and 3.2.3).
Indeed, a small kernel in a sparse region of the
dataset would result in mapping points in this re-
gion to zero, or closer to zero than they should. On
the contrary, a kernel with a too large bandwidth
could result in a too planar interpolation in com-
parison with the manifold curvature, therefore map-
ping points far from the manifold structure. Similar
concerns were raised in the literature about proba-
bilistic density estimation (Scott, 1992; Silverman,
1986). The manifold learning algorithm described
in Zhang et al. (2012) used a linear interpolation
scheme with equal weights on each neigbourhood,
proposing to locally adapt the number of k-NN to
adress this issue. In the sequel, we propose to use
a varying bandwidth for the interpolation kernel,
which is locally adapted depending on the neigh-
bourhood size:
 F (I) =
1
K2
KX
k=1
KX
l=1
l 6=k
SA(nnk(I), nnl(I)), (12)
where the right term in the equation is the average
distance between the K nearest neighbours of I.
The advantage of using such a varying band-
width over a formulation with a fixed bandwidth
is demonstrated in Sec. 3.1.2. Note however that
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this formulation has a limitation with respect to the
interpolation problem on a RKHS, as the chosen
kernel (and its bandwidth) determines the RKHS
where the problem is solved (Sec. 2.4). The pro-
posed formulation with a varying bandwidth can be
seen as a deviation from the original problem for-
mulated on a RKHS, and would require further in-
vestigation to conciliate this technical solution with
the original formulation.
2.5. Mapping new patients: from C to A
The formulation for the estimation of g : C !
A is similar to the one of f : A ! C, namely a
matching problem on a RKHS G of functions C !
A, equipped with a norm k.kG , which can be defined
as:
kgkG =
NX
i=0
NX
j=0
ati ·KG(xi,xj) · aj , (13)
where KG : C⇥C !MP,P is the reproducible kernel
of G, and ai 2 A. The problem can be formulated
in a similar manner to Sec. 2.4.3, interchanging the
roles of the images and the coordinates:8<: argming2G
⇣
1
2kgk2G +  g2
PN
i=1 SA
 
g(xi), Ii
 2⌘
,
under the constraint g(x0) = I0,
(14)
where  g is a weighting coe cient balancing the
smoothness of the interpolation and the adherence
to the data.
Eq. 14 has the following analytical solution:(
g(x) =
PN
i=0 kG(x,xi) · ai,
with A =
 
KX + 1 gM
  1 ·Y, (15)
where:
• A = (a0, . . . ,aN )t 2MN+1,P , with ai 2 A,
• KX =
 
kG(xi,xj)
 
(i,j)2[0,N ]2 2MN+1,N+1,
• and Y = (I0, . . . , IN )t 2MN+1,P .
The scalar function kG defining the kernel KG is
also chosen of the exponential form:
kG(x,y) = exp
   SC(x,y)2/ 2G , (16)
with (x,y) 2 C2, its bandwidth being defined as:
 G(x) =
1
K2
KX
k=1
KX
l=1
l 6=k
SC(nnk(x), nnl(x)). (17)
2.6. Distance computation
With the previous formulations of the mappings
f and g, any image I 2 A is associated to another
image Iˆ belonging to the manifold, by means of the
composition of these mappings, using:
Iˆ = g
 
f(I)
 
. (18)
This composition allows defining a distance be-
tween any image I 2 A and the manifold (Gerber
et al., 2010), namely:
dP (I) = SA(Iˆ, I). (19)
This distance is complemented by a second one,
which compares individuals to normality along the
manifold structure:
dM (I) = SC
 
f(I),x0
 
. (20)
The relation between these two distances and the
total abnormality contained in each map I, defined
as SA(I, I0), is discussed in App. C.
2.7. Additional metrics
We used the objective metrics described in Davies
et al. (2010) to evaluate the quality of the dimen-
sionality reduction, in comparison with linear di-
mensionality reduction techniques.
2.7.1. Compactness
Compactness estimates the convergence speed of
the dimensionality reduction, namely its ability to
represent the studied objects by the very first di-
mensions. We measure compactness as:
C(M) =
1
 
MX
m=1
 m, (21)
where M is the number of retained dimensions
for the coordinate space C,  m is the eigenvalue
corresponding to the mth dimension, and   =PN+1
m=1  m. Note that the formulation of Eq. 21 does
not include any absolute value or norm, meaning
that a monotonically increasing compactness curve
reflects the absence of negative eigenvalues, as com-
mented in Sec. 3.2.2.
The eigenvalues for the non-linear dimen-
sionality reduction technique (ML) are ob-
tained from the diagonalization of the k-
NN distance matrix ⌧(D) 2MN+1,N+1 in-
volved in the isomap process (Tenenbaum
et al., 2000), where ⌧(D) =  HDH/2,
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with D =
 
dkNN(xi,xj)2
 
(i,j)2[0,N ]2 , and
H =
 
 ij   1/(N + 1)
 
(i,j)2[0,N ]2 is a center-
ing operator. Each  m is associated to the mth
principal direction along the manifold structure.
The eigenvalues for the linear dimensionality re-
duction technique (PCA) come from the diagonal-
ization of the covariance matrix computed for the
images of the training set I. Each  m is associated
to the mth principal direction along which the data
variance is maximal.
The standard error of C(M) is defined as:
 C(M) =
1
 
MX
m=1
r
2
N + 1
 m. (22)
2.7.2. Generalization ability
The generalization ability estimates the recon-
struction error for points included within the range
of noise of the training set. It represents the abil-
ity of the method to describe instances outside the
training set. Each point in the training set Ii 2 I
is reconstructed using leave-one-out, namely, esti-
mating the space of reduced dimensionality from
the other points in the dataset. This leads to the
following reconstruction error:
G(Ii,M) = SA(IˆLV Oi , Ii), (23)
where M is the number of retained dimensions,
and IˆLV Oi is the reconstruction of Ii using the re-
duced set I\Ii = {Ij}j 6=i.
We computed the median, the 1st and 3rd quar-
tiles of G(Ii,M) for all Ii 2 I to fully characterize
the generalization ability, the normality of its dis-
tribution not being guaranteed.
Compactness and generalization ability both re-
flect the amount of variance explained by the model,
but these metrics are not redundant. In the PCA
case, the leave-one-out process apart, the recon-
struction error (generalization ability) reflects the
amount of variance explained by the set of of re-
tained eigenvalues (compactness). However, as
illustrated in Fig. 20, the generalization ability
highly depends on the way the training set is dis-
tributed (linear or non-linear), and the validity of
the above assertion (the “generalization ability re-
flects the amount of variance explained”) is there-
fore guaranteed only in the linear case.
2.7.3. Specificity
Specificity characterizes the relevance of objects
generated from the low dimensional coordinates,
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Figure 7: 3D swiss roll and 2D random distribution of points
used as 2D parametrization for its construction.
with respect to the training set:
S(x,M) = SA
 
g(x), nn1(g(x))
 
, (24)
where g(x) is the image generated from the M -
dimensional coordinate x, and nn1(g(x)) is its first
nearest neighbour.
We computed the median, the 1st and 3rd quar-
tiles of S(x,M) over a set of randomly generated
coordinates x to fully characterize the specificity,
the normality of its distribution not being guaran-
teed.
3. Experiments
In the sequel, we detail the experiments designed
for tuning the parameters of our method, namely:
the manifold dimensionality, the number of k-NN,
the bandwidth of the interpolation kernels, and the
inexact matching weights  f and  g. We first use
a synthetic dataset to understand the behaviour of
some specific parameters. Then, these parameters
are tuned for a real dataset of CRT candidates. The
algorithm with optimal values is finally applied to
compare a set of individuals to a specific popula-
tion.
3.1. Parameter tuning - Synthetic data
We created a three dimensional dataset of 1000
points, arranged according to a 2D structure in the
3D space (swiss roll, Fig. 7), defined as:8<: Ii,1 = cos
 
3⇡/2 · (1 + 2xi,1)
 
,
Ii,2 = sin
 
3⇡/2 · (1 + 2xi,2)
 
,
Ii,3 = xi,2 2 [0, 20],
(25)
(Ii,1, Ii,2, Ii,3) = Ii referring to a point in the 3D
space, obtained from the coordinate (xGTi,1 , x
GT
i,2 ) =
xGTi , randomly generated from a uniform distribu-
tion. In the following, we denote gGT : C ! A
9
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Figure 8: Influence of the number of k-NN on the isomap
output, for the 3D swiss roll data. Top: isomap output for
K = {5, 8, 13, 14}. Bottom: evolution of the isomap error
✏I (Eq. 26) with the number of k-NN. Mean error over all
the pairs (xi,xj) 2 X 2. A jump is present on this curve for
K = 14, reflecting the apparition of a short-circuit in the
k-NN graph.
the parametrization function allowing the genera-
tion of points in the 3D space from ground truth
coordinates, and Eq. 25 can be rewritten as Ii =
gGT (xGTi ).
For this synthetic dataset, the Euclidean distance
k.k was used for both metrics SA and SC .
3.1.1. Number of k-NN
The output from the isomap algorithm is a low-
dimensional approximation of a Riemannian space.
We used the metric described in Tenenbaum and
Langford (2002) to estimate the quality of this ap-
proximation. The error in the approximation of the
path between two coordinates (xi,xj) 2 X 2 is de-
fined as the relative di↵erence between the geodesic
distance dkNN, and the distance defined by SC :
✏I(xi,xj) = 1  SC(xi,xj)
dkNN(xi,xj)
. (26)
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Figure 9: Influence of the graph number of k-NN and the
spatial arrangement of the graph nodes on the the node flow
distribution. Synthetic dataset of 1000 points within a given
spatial domain. (a) Initial spatial domain with K = 20. (b)
Same spatial domain with K = 5. Large local variations
of the node flow are locally observed, reflecting a too low
connectivity within the graph. (c) Modified spatial domain
with K = 20. Node flow is higher where the spatial domain
is narrow, reflecting that a large number of shortest paths
along the graph pass within this region.
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Figure 10: Influence of the number of k-NN on the node
flow, for the 3D swiss roll data. Top: isomap output for
K = {5, 8, 13, 14}, where each node is colored according to
its flow (Eq. 27). For all points, the variability of the flow
distribution is low when K  13, while the apparition of
a short-circuit for K = 14 makes one specific point hav-
ing almost the highest flow possible (black arrow). Bottom:
evolution of the node flow distribution with the number of
k-NN. Black arrow indicates the value of the node flow for
the point where the short-circuit appears.
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We evaluated the influence of the number of k-
NN on the isomap output using this error. The
experiment is illustrated in Fig. 8, and displays the
mean error over all the pairs (xi,xj) 2 X 2. When
the number of k-NN increases, the 2D distribution
of points estimated by the isomap algorithm gets
closer to the 2D parametrization used for building
the swiss roll, until a short-circuit appears for K =
14, visible both in the curve representing the isomap
error ✏I and in the subfigure of the isomap output.
The optimal number of k-NN for this dataset is
therefore K = 13.
The error ✏I could also be used for parameter
tuning in case the dimensionality M is unknown
(Sec. 3.2), but this strategy may not be optimal to
assess the presence or absence of a short-circuit, in
particular if the number of samples in the train-
ing set is low. We adapted the measurement of
node flow on a graph (Choi and Choi, 2007) to as-
sess the apparition of a short-circuit in the k-NN
graph. We first defined the flow of a given edge
Fedge(edgexi 7!xj ) as the number of shortest paths 
pathxr 7!xs
 
(r,s)2[0,N ]2 of the graph passing on the
edge. The total flow at a node xi 2 X is therefore
defined as:
Fnode(xi) =
KX
k=1
Fedge(edgexi 7!nnk(xi)). (27)
The node flow reflects the spatial arrangement of
the nodes of the graph, conditioned by the num-
ber of k-NN used. Optimal K should minimize ✏I
within the spatial domain occupied by the nodes of
the graph. The uniformity of the spatial arrange-
ment of the nodes (K being set to its optimal value)
leads to the uniformity of the node flow distribu-
tion. In the absence of short-circuit, the local den-
sity of the graph and local variations of the spatial
domain occupied by the nodes of the graph may
change the node flow locally (Fig. 9). The evolu-
tion of the node flow distribution with the number
of k-NN, for all the points of the k-NN graph, is
shown in Fig. 10. Low variability of the node flow
distribution is observed when the estimated coordi-
nates xi tend to be uniformly distributed (K get-
ting closer to 13). Note that the points on the bor-
der of the graph have slightly lower node flow, due
to a lower probability that a shortest path passes
by these points. When a short-circuit appears at
a specific point (K = 14, black arrow), a majority
of the shortest paths pass by this point, which has
therefore a much higher node flow.
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Figure 11: Comparison of locally adjustable kernel (red) and
fixed bandwidth kernels (green levels) in terms of interpola-
tion error ✏K (Eq. 29), for 100 testing points belonging to the
swiss roll, generated using Eq. 25. (a) Median and 1st/3rd
quartiles for each kernel size. (b) Median of the interpolation
error ✏K for the points within a given interval of neighbour-
hood size (right term in Eq. 12), highlighting the accuracy of
the locally adjustable kernel for each type of neighbourhood.
3.1.2. Varying kernel
The accuracy of an interpolation based on a lo-
cally adjustable kernel (Sec. 2.4.4) was compared to
the one of kernels with fixed bandwidth. We first
generated a testing set of 100 points belonging to
the swiss roll (note that these points are di↵erent
from the already existing set of 1000 points gener-
ated in Sec. 3.1), as follows:
1. We first generated 100 ground truth coordi-
nates xGT , randomly obtained from a uniform
distribution.
2. For each ground truth coordinate, we com-
puted the weighted center of mass of its neigh-
bourhood:
W (xGT ,p) =
KX
k=1
pk · nnk(xGT ), (28)
where p is a vector of weights pk, randomly
generated for each coordinate xGT from a uni-
form distribution, such that
PK
k=1 pk = 1.
3. Finally, we computed the point on the swiss
roll associated to this center of mass, using the
parametrization described in Sec. 3.1, namely:
I = gGT (W (xGT ,p)).
The kernel interpolation is accurate if the point
I = gGT (W (xGT ,p)) is mapped to the weighted
center of mass of the coordinates f(nnk(I)), with
the same weights pk. We defined the interpolation
11
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Figure 12: Histogram of the distribution of neighbourhood
sizes (right term in Eq. 12) for the 3D swiss roll dataset.
Non-uniformity in the data distribution supports the use of
a kernel with varying bandwidth for this dataset.
error as:
✏K(I) = SC
⇣
f(I),
KX
k=1
pkf(nnk(I))
⌘
. (29)
The median and 1st/3rd quartiles of the interpo-
lation error ✏K over the generated set of 100 points,
for each kernel size, is represented in Fig. 11a, and is
complemented by Fig. 11b, representing the median
of the interpolation error ✏K for the points within a
given interval of neighbourhood size (right term in
Eq. 12). As commented in Sec. 2.4.4, small kernels
(dark green) introduce more errors for large neigh-
bourhoods, while on the contrary, larger kernels
(light green) are less accurate for small neighbour-
hoods. In contrast, the proposed kernel (red) with
adjustable bandwidth results in an accurate inter-
polation for any neighbourhood size. The perfor-
mance of kernels with fixed bandwidth of 2.25 and
2.75 is very similar, probably as a consequence of
this specific dataset (100 randomly selected points,
using randomly generated testing weights pk).
The relevance of using a kernel with varying
bandwidth depends on the extent of non-uniformity
in the data distribution. This was assessed by rep-
resenting the histogram of the distribution of neigh-
bourhood sizes (right term in Eq. 12) over the stud-
ied dataset, which supports the use of such a kernel
(Fig. 12).
3.2. Parameter tuning - CRT data
3.2.1. Dataset description
Using the method presented in Sec. 2.3, a man-
ifold was estimated from a population of 50 CRT
candidates with SF. This manifold is expected to
represent pathological deviations from normal mo-
tion, each point of the manifold being a SF pat-
tern. The parameter optimization described in the
following sections was performed on this popula-
tion. Justifications about the size of this popula-
tion are given in Sec. 3.2.5. Note that this number
is conditioned by the number of patients undergo-
ing CRT in the hospital from which the data was
collected (Hospital Cl´ınic, Barcelona, Spain), and
among them, by the presence of SF for these pa-
tients (generally half of the population undergoing
CRT). As a comparison, the clinical study of Parsai
et al. (2009), which motivated our approach, con-
sidered a population of 161 patients, 87 of which
had SF.
A second population was used for testing the dis-
tances proposed in Sec. 2.6, as described in Sec. 3.3.
This population was made of 37 CRT candidates (6
having SF and 31 without SF) and 21 healthy vol-
unteers. All patient data was acquired before the
implantation of the CRT device. The presence of
SF was assessed by two experienced cardiologists,
from the visual inspection of echocardiographic M-
mode images, as described in Parsai et al. (2009).
A 2D spatiotemporal map of myocardial motion
abnormalities obtained from a statistical atlas of
motion (Duchateau et al., 2011b) was associated
to each subject, as explained in Sec. 2.1. The at-
las was built from the set of 21 healthy volunteers.
Abnormality maps for the set of volunteers used for
the atlas construction were computed using leave-
one-out on this population. The abnormality maps
had a size of 20 ⇥ 31 pixels, corresponding to the
sampling of the systolic period (horizontal dimen-
sion) and the septum along its medial line (vertical
dimension), respectively.
For this dataset, the Euclidean distance k.k was
used for both metrics SA and SC . The choice of
this distance for SA is discussed in Sec. 4. This
distance was used for the metric SC : C ⇥ C ! R+
due to the Euclidean embedding of the coordinate
space provided by the isomap algorithm (Sec. 2.3).
3.2.2. Dimensionality reduction and k-NN
An overview of methods for estimating the in-
trinsic dimensionality of a dataset was given in Ca-
mastra (2003), but there is no standard manner of
performing this step. For the CRT dataset, both
optimal dimensionality and number of k-NN were
unknown, and were determined using the same ex-
perimental design as in Sec. 3.1.1.
We first computed the evolution of the node flow
distribution (Eq. 27) with the number of k-NN, as
represented in Fig. 13. Note that this measurement
is directly performed on the k-NN graph, before
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Figure 13: Evolution of the node flow distribution with the
number of k-NN. Blue errorbars represent the median and
1st/3rd quartiles over the training set of CRT candidates
with SF.
the dimensionality reduction step, and is therefore
independent of the retained dimensionality M . No
jump in the node flow distribution was observed
when the number of k-NN increased, meaning that
no short-circuit had been introduced. We therefore
chose the dimensionality looking at the value of M
minimizing the isomap error ✏I for each value of K
(white crosses on Fig. 14a), taking its median value
as final value forM . Then, we determined the value
of K from the evolution of ✏I with the number of k-
NN, when M is set to its optimal value (Fig. 14b).
According to this experiment, we set M = 4 and
K = 5, as hardly any influence on ✏I is observed for
values of K < 30, and high values of K represent a
substantial increase in terms of computational time.
A 2D embedding of the computed manifold (out-
put of isomap) is represented in Fig. 15 for illustra-
tion purposes, showing the link in the coordinate
space between each image and its nearest neigh-
bours. We can qualitatively observe that subjects
are arranged in the 2D space according to the pat-
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Figure 14: (a) Evolution of the isomap error ✏I with the
dimensionality M and the number of k-NN, for the training
set of CRT candidates with SF. White crosses indicate the
minimum value of ✏I for each value of k-NN. (b) Evolution
of the isomap error ✏I with the number of k-NN, for M = 4.
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Figure 15: 2D embedding of the manifold of SF p-value maps
(output of isomap) according to its two first dimensions. The
black arrow indicates the origin image used to constrain the
manifold, representing a normal motion pattern.
tern present on the map. In particular, subjects
with high abnormal motion patterns are located on
the border zone of the graph, while the closest sub-
jects to normality are located at the center. How-
ever, further investigation is required to determine
which characteristic of the SF abnormality pattern
(e.g. magnitude, temporal location or spread, spa-
tial location or spread, etc.) is modeled by each of
the principal directions of the manifold dataset, as
also observed in Fig. 22.
The presence of negative eigenvalues during the
isomap process should be carefully checked, as they
may not reflect the amount of explained variance
(Laub and Mu¨ller, 2004). This is not the case for
our dataset, as assessed by the compactness curve
in Fig. 19, which is strictly increasing.
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Figure 16: Histogram of the distribution of neighbourhood
sizes (right term in Eq. 12) for the training set of CRT candi-
dates with SF. Non-uniformity in the data distribution sup-
ports the use of a kernel with varying bandwidth for this
dataset.
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Figure 17: Generalization ability in function of the weighting
terms  f and  g . Median value (color) and 1st/3rd quartiles
(gray) over the training set of CRT candidates with SF.
3.2.3. Kernel bandwidth
We used a locally adjustable kernel for the inter-
polation performed by f : A ! C and g : C ! A,
as described in Sec. 2.4.4. The relevance of using
such a kernel for the CRT dataset is illustrated in
Fig. 16, through the histogram of the distribution
of neighbourhood sizes, similarly to the experiment
performed in Fig. 12 for the synthetic dataset. The
accuracy of such a kernel, in comparison with ker-
nels of fixed bandwidth, was already demonstrated
on synthetic data (Sec. 3.1.2). This experiment can-
not be repeated for the CRT dataset due to the lack
of ground truth parametrization of the manifold.
3.2.4. Weighting the closeness to the data
The generalization ability metric (Sec. 2.7.2) was
used to determine the optimal values of the weight-
ing terms  f and  g in Eq. 8 and 14, respectively.
Both weights were determined jointly, as illustrated
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Figure 18: Reconstruction of five patients from the training
set of CRT candidates with SF (using leave-one-out), for the
optimal values of  f and  g .
in Fig. 17. Optimal values were those that mini-
mized the median generalization ability. These val-
ues were found to be log( f ) = 1 and log( g) = 0.5
for our dataset.
Fig. 18 represents the reconstruction of five pa-
tients from the training set (using leave-one-out),
for the optimal values of  f and  g.
3.2.5. Performance of the dimensionality reduction
We used the objective metrics described in
Sec. 2.7 to evaluate the performance of the non-
linear dimensionality reduction technique (manifold
learning, ML) we used, in comparison with a linear
technique (PCA). This comparison is presented in
Fig. 19.
Note that in PCA and ML methods, the eigen-
values used for the estimation of compactness cor-
respond to di↵erent objects (comparison of images
using the Euclidean distance [linear case] or the
geodesic distances [Isomap]). This limits the value
of comparing the PCA and ML methods in terms
of compactness, despite the fact that compactness
is a normalized measure (Eq. 21).
The results in Fig. 19 indicate that the PCA ap-
proach is more compact than the ML one, and has
a lower generalization ability and higher specificity.
We provide in the following some elements of inter-
pretation of these results. Main concerns are (1)
the relevance of using non-linear techniques to es-
timate the manifold structure, and (2) preventing
from over-fitting.
Relevance of using a non-linear model. First, con-
sider the dataset represented in Fig. 20. When com-
puting the generalization ability, one sample is re-
moved (black dot), and the ability of the model to
reconstruct it measured. In the ML case (left), this
reconstruction will be a↵ected by the changes in the
local structure of the estimated manifold (dashed
line) induced by the leave-one-out process. In con-
trast, few changes are expected on the PCA coordi-
nates if such a point is left out. The generalization
ability will therefore have lower values in the PCA
case.
Now, consider the dataset represented in Fig. 21.
When computing the specificity, synthetic data is
generated from the manifold coordinates, and their
closeness to the training set is measured. Points
generated from the model coordinates (black dots
#1, #2 and #3) will still be close to the training
set (red dots) in the non-linear case (left), while
14
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ML PCA p-value
Compactness 0.52± 0.03 0.77± 0.04 0.000†
Generalization ability 20.27(17.01  28.37) 17.26(13.83  22.78) 0.011‡
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Figure 19: Comparison between non-linear (ML) and linear (PCA) dimensionality reduction techniques using the objective
metrics described in Sec. 2.7. Mean ± standard deviation (compactness) or median and 1st/3rd quartiles (generalization
ability and specificity) over the training set of CRT candidates with SF. Generalization ability and specificity experiments were
performed up to M = 20 due to the poor relevance of using ML for M > 20 (Fig. 14). Values for M = 1 were not represented.
Vertical dashed line indicates the retained dimensionality M = 4. Top: Values for a range of dimensions. Optimal values for
 f and  g were determined for each tested dimensionality using the framework of Sec. 3.2.4 (ML case). Bottom: Values for
the retained dimensionality M = 4. Unpaired Student’s t-test (†) and Mann-Whitney U -test (‡) were used for inter-groups
comparison (last column), depending if normal distribution of the values can be assumed or not.
ML PCA
Figure 20: Influence of the removal of one sample (black
dot) on the ability of the model to reconstruct the training
set (red dots).
nothing prevents them to be far from it in the lin-
ear case (right). The specificity will therefore have
higher values in the PCA case.
These illustrative examples may help interpreting
the values obtained in Fig. 19, but nothing guaran-
tees that the manifold estimated for the SF patients
has a structure similar as the one represented in
Fig. 20 and 21.
The experiment illustrated in Fig. 22 goes in the
direction of the above interpretation. It represents
synthetic images generated from the model coordi-
nates (progressive deviations from the map used as
origin for normality I0, along the two first princi-
pal directions of the manifold dataset I), obtained
using either PCA or ML. As indicated by the black
arrows, PCA does not guarantee that the computed
maps still contain the characteristic inward and out-
ward events of SF, while this pattern is preserved
by the use of ML. This supports the relevance of us-
ing non-linear techniques to estimate the manifold
structure.
Prevention of over-fitting. An over-fitting model
has bad generalization ability (high values for
G(Ii,M)), and good specificity (low values of
S(x,M)). The results of Fig. 19 may raise the pos-
#1
#2
#3
#3
#2
#1
ML PCA
Figure 21: Comparison of three points generated from the
model coordinates (black dots #1, #2 and #3) to the train-
ing set (red dots).
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Figure 22: Progressive deviations from the map used as ori-
gin for normality I0, along the two first principal directions
of the manifold dataset I, obtained using either PCA or
manifold learning (ML). Arrows indicate the characteristic
inward and outward motion events of SF. Total abnormality
is defined as SA(I, I0) (Sec. 2.6).
sibility that our model is over-fitting (higher gener-
alization and lower specificity for the ML method,
compared to PCA). However, the experiment illus-
trated in Fig. 17 aimed at determining the optimal
weights  f and  g to fit to the data, optimality be-
ing associated to the lowest generalization ability
values. This limits over-fitting, which would corre-
spond to high values of this metric.
Size of the training population. To justify that the
subject comparison is not biased due to the size
of the training population (N = 50 + 1 synthetic
image), we computed the evolution of the dis-
tances dM and dP for a training population made of
Ns < N patients. This experiment is summarized
in Fig. 23. Little variation was observed for the
learning parameters (M , K,  f and  g) with train-
ing population sizes 30   Ns   50, and we kept
for this experiment the parameters estimated for
Ns = N . Curves were normalized against the value
obtained for the largest training population, so that
the evolution is represented in the same magnitude
scale (%). The plot on the top represents this evolu-
tion for one subject of each tested population. For
each value of Ns < N , the experiment was repeated
for 100 random combinations of Ns subjects (verti-
cal error bars). For each tested population and each
distance (dM and dP ), the number of subjects above
which this evolution stabilizes to its final value ±5%
is summarized in the table of Fig. 23 (average ±
standard deviation values over each tested popula-
SF
No SF
Healthy
Number of subjects N
−0.6
−0.4
−0.2
0
30 35 40 45 50
Number of subjects N
30 35 40 45 50
−0.4
−0.2
0
0.2
d (    )   N   P
d (   )    N   P
1-    
max
d (   )    N   M
d (   )   N   M
1-    
max
SF No SF Healthy
dM 39.2± 7.5 41.7± 5.8 44.4± 5.1
dP 43.7± 7.0 39.0± 6.6 40.7± 8.4
Figure 23: Top: Normalized evolution of the distances dM
and dP for subject of each tested population, versus the size
of the training population (number of SF patients N). Error
bars represent the standard deviation over 100 random com-
binations of Ns < N subjects. Bottom: values above which
this evolution stabilizes to its final value ±5% (dashed line).
Average ± standard deviation values over each tested pop-
ulation.
tion). Based on this convergence, we can reasonably
trust a manifold estimation with the 50 patients of
the training population.
3.3. Patient analysis - CRT data
Fig. 24a represents the distance between all the
subjects involved in this study and the manifold.
We separated the analysis between dM and dP for
interpretation purposes. The patients from the
training set have low dP (distance to the mani-
fold), which corresponds to the reconstruction er-
ror inherent to the estimation of f and g using an
inexact matching formulation (Eq. 8 and 14), and
largely span the space associated to dM (distance to
normality along the manifold). As the training pop-
ulation size is finite, the density in the space of co-
ordinates around patients with the most abnormal
patterns is lower, and these patients have higher re-
construction error, namely higher dP . Few patients
from the training set are close to the origin accord-
ing to dM , in comparison with the healthy volun-
teers. This may come from the accuracy of the pa-
tient selection process using M-mode images (Par-
sai et al., 2009), small SF being harder to identify,
and from the accuracy of the abnormality maps to
detect low abnormalities (Duchateau et al., 2011b).
Among the testing subjects, patients having SF are
closer to the manifold than patients without SF, ac-
cording to dP , and almost within the range of the
reconstruction error for the training set. Higher val-
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Figure 24: (a) Subject ordering according to dM and dP
(ML method, Sec. 2.6), used as horizontal and vertical axis,
respectively. (b) Subject ordering according to d?M and d
?
P
(PCA, Eq. 30), used as horizontal and vertical axis, respec-
tively. The black arrow indicates the image used to con-
strain the manifold, representing a normal motion pattern,
and used as origin. Asterisk-marked miniatures refer to two
subjects with the same amount of total abnormality, but
belonging to di↵erent populations (cf. App. C).
ues of dM are observed in the subjects having higher
SF abnormalities on the maps. Large values of dP
can be observed for some volunteers. These sub-
jects actually have high velocities during the car-
diac cycle, reflected by high values of abnormal-
ity on their associated 2D maps. Their pattern
of motion abnormality cannot be accurately recon-
structed from the training population, which does
not include any healthy subject. Thus, their corre-
sponding image on the manifold Iˆ tends to be close
to I0, resulting in a low dM and a high dP .
Fig. 24b uses a similar display to represent the or-
dering of subjects obtained using PCA, separating
the analysis between d?M and d
?
P , defined as:⇢
d?P (I) = SA(Iˆ
?, I),
d?M (I) = SC(x
?,x?0),
(30)
where Iˆ? is the reconstruction of I using the first
M principal directions obtained from PCA, and x?
are theM -dimensional coordinates of I in the PCA
space.
This figure highlights the limitations of PCA to
perform patient comparison to a population with a
specific abnormal pattern. Little discrimination is
observed between the healthy volunteers, the test-
ing patients having SF, and patients without SF.
Both patients with and without SF appear equally
distant from the SF training set according to d?P ,
and volunteers do not have necessarily low values of
d?M . The PCA-based approach therefore does not
guarantee that our main objectives for CRT studies
(characterizing patients according to their distance
to patterns of dyssynchrony for which the response
rate is roughly known, and grading of the disease
severity) are fulfilled, in comparison with the man-
ifold learning approach.
3.4. Total distance to normality
Each 2D map processed in this study locally con-
tains a measure of abnormality, and the total abnor-
mality contained in each map is therefore defined as
SA(I, I0) (Sec. 2.6).
It is therefore interesting to look for the link be-
tween SA(I, I0) and the distances dM and dP de-
fined in Sec. 2.6. We can show that the dimension-
ality reduction inherent to the manifold estimation
preserves the concept of abnormality embedded in
the input maps, but also takes into account the ge-
ometry of the training set. This interpretation and
the comparison between the ML and PCA cases are
detailed in App. C.
4. Discussion
We have described a complete pipeline to com-
pare individuals and a population with a specific
pattern of abnormal motion in terms of myocardial
motion. The extension of manifold learning tech-
niques to embed the definition of a physiologically
meaningful origin allowed representing the learnt
population as progressive deviations from normal-
ity along a manifold structure. The originality of
our work resides in using 2D maps of motion abnor-
malities as input, obtained from a statistical atlas of
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myocardial motion built from a set of healthy vol-
unteers, which facilitates the definition of an origin
for normality. Our experiments demonstrated the
relevance of manifold learning techniques to learn
a population with a specific pathological pattern,
and to compare individuals to this pattern. We first
selected the optimal values for the parameters in-
volved in our method, using a synthetic dataset and
the training set of CRT candidates for which the
manifold is learnt. Then, we demonstrated the per-
formance of our method to characterize both train-
ing and testing datasets.
As described in Sec. 3.2, we used the Euclidean
distance for the metric SA. This metric evaluates
pixel-wise the di↵erence between two maps of ab-
normality, being considered as 2D images. The re-
lationship between this metric and the statistical
information locally contained in each map will be
addressed in further work. Choosing the Euclidean
distance may introduce some bias towards global
and local shifts of the observed patterns. How-
ever, the use of TDFFD (De Craene et al., 2012b)
guarantees the velocities computed for each sub-
ject to be di↵erentiable, and therefore introduces
smoothness on the abnormality maps, which limits
the above-mentioned bias. We preferred to choose a
simple metric for the sake of computational speed.
Metrics based on image registration (as used in
other manifold learning applications working di-
rectly on real images (Gerber et al., 2010)) or image
correlation-based metrics cannot be applied in our
case as they require the processed images to share
the same topology. Indeed, a large variety of pat-
terns are observed on the maps of abnormality we
used either for the manifold estimation or for the
comparison to the manifold, as visible in Fig. 4.
In particular, these alternative metrics would cer-
tainly fail in case of the lack of abnormal pattern,
typically for the maps of healthy volunteers.
We preferred a strategy in which the mani-
fold is estimated for one specific population only
(SF patients). This approach di↵ers from clas-
sic methods for population comparison (Ashburner
and Klo¨ppel, 2011), which generally consider all
subjects as part of a single dataset, and look for
the space of reduced dimensionality that allows the
best discrimination between di↵erent pre-identified
groups. Nonetheless, the flexibility of these tech-
niques is limited when a new subject or a new pop-
ulation is added to the existing dataset, as dimen-
sionality reduction is applied to the whole set of
studied subjects. In addition, the dimensionality
reduction could be biased towards certain popula-
tions if they show higher variability. An alterna-
tive for moving beyond these limitations consists in
separating the analysis for each coherent group of
subjects, which is the strategy we have opted for.
In this work, we assumed that the training set
contained members close to the origin, namely close
to normality. This allows modeling the pathological
pattern of SF as a progressive degeneration from
normality. In case this methodology is applied to
other populations where this assumption does not
hold, the ML process can be made simpler (without
the additional constraint of exact matching for one
point), as formulated in Sec. 2.4.2.
The approach we proposed represents a poten-
tial step forward to improve patient selection in the
context of CRT. As highlighted in Fornwalt (2011),
current approaches lack of reproducible tools to per-
form patient comparison pre- and post- therapy.
Our method is ready to be used in both cases:
(1) using baseline data, it would allow grading a
pattern (distance to normality) and estimating the
ability of a patient to respond (distance to patterns
for which the response rate is known (Parsai et al.,
2009)); (2) using baseline and follow-up data, it
would improve the understanding of the link be-
tween the evolution of abnormal patterns and CRT
outcome. Both aspects will be studied in further
work as part of a thorough clinical study.
Limitations. The pipeline presented in this study
was applied to the characterization of individuals
against patients with SF, as this pattern is clearly
defined on the maps we used as input, which were
validated in Duchateau et al. (2011b). Besides, this
pattern has been shown to highly condition CRT
outcome (Parsai et al., 2009; Duckett et al., 2012).
The maps were computed from 2D echocardio-
graphic sequences, as it is currently the most clini-
cally widespread modality with su cient temporal
resolution to accurately quantify SF.
The study focused on motion abnormalities only.
Its extension to strain abnormalities may refine the
analysis of the patterns of cardiac dyssynchrony
by allowing the characterization of locally infarcted
segments, which may a↵ect CRT outcome (Khan
et al., 2010).
Nonetheless, the methodology described in the
present work is generic, and therefore not specific to
SF, or abnormality maps obtained from 2D echocar-
diography. Other potential strategies for building
the maps of abnormality could include other imag-
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ing modalities (3D echocardiography, magnetic res-
onance and tagged magnetic resonance as recently
proposed (De Craene et al., 2012a)) and other
pathological cardiac mechanisms such as the classes
of mechanical dyssynchrony identified in Parsai
et al. (2009).
The quality of the maps of abnormality is primor-
dial for the accuracy of the proposed method. Both
the echocardiographic acquisition and the atlas con-
struction steps (velocity extraction and spatiotem-
poral synchronization) may influence the patterns
observed on the maps and the subject comparison,
within the manifold learning process (construction
of the k-NN graph and intra-manifold distance) and
when mapping patients to the manifold.
The current strategy, namely first compute maps
of abnormality and then perform ML, may not
be optimal as both steps were considered indepen-
dent. However, using the abnormality maps as in-
put has the advantage of providing a representation
of what would be a perfectly “normal” motion pat-
tern, namely the synthetic image with 0 value at
each pixel that we added to our training set (“nor-
mality” being conditioned by the relevance of the
healthy population used to compute the maps, see
Duchateau et al. (2011b) for further details on this
point). This facilitates the procedure of modeling a
pathology as a deviation from normality, reducing
a problem involving two populations (healthy and
the studied pattern) to a problem with the studied
pattern and a relevant origin.
An improvement of our method could combine
both steps, learning directly from 2D maps of ve-
locities. This would require to carefully choose a
new similarity metric between the images, with con-
sequences on both the representation of the train-
ing populations (the population with the pattern to
learn during the isomap procedure, and the popu-
lation of healthy volunteers that define normal mo-
tion) and the comparison to these populations. The
optimality of the method should however be care-
fully defined, depending on the objective (popula-
tion modeling or classification, for instance).
5. Conclusion
We have proposed a method for representing a
specific pathological motion pattern as a devia-
tion from normality along a manifold structure,
normality being by construction the manifold ori-
gin. The method was used to characterize in-
dividuals according to their distance to normal-
ity, and to the pathological pattern used to es-
timate the manifold. We first evaluated the op-
timal set of parameters involved in our pipeline.
Then, we illustrated the performance of such an
approach in the context of CRT, learning the man-
ifold for a set of patients with SF, a specific pattern
of intra-ventricular dyssynchrony, and comparing
both healthy volunteers and CRT candidates to this
population. Experiments demonstrated the advan-
tage of non-linear embedding of the training set,
and the relevance of the proposed method for grad-
ing di↵erent stages of motion abnormalities and
comparing subjects to a specific pathological pat-
tern.
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Appendix A. Choice of the kernel.
The theory of RKHS provides specific results
about the link between the RKHS and the func-
tion used to define the kernel. Glaunes (2005) ex-
tensively discusses this, focusing on characteristics
of the kernel such as regularity and invariance by
rigid transforms, and the definition of an observa-
tion scale.
Taking as example the matching problem of
Sec. 2.4.1, simple parametric kernels are of the
form KF (I,J) = hF (SA(I,J)) · IdM,M , 8I,J 2 A,
namely isotropic and invariant by rigid transforms,
where hF : R+ ! R is a given scalar function,
SA : A ⇥ A ! R+ is the metric used to compare
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elements of A, and IdM,M the identity matrix in
MM,M .
Examples of such kernels that are semi-definite
positive, given x 2 R+, are defined by the following
functions hF :
• Gaussian kernels: hF (x) = exp
   x2/ 2F ,
• Cauchy kernels: hF (x) =
 
1 + x2/ 2F
  1
,
• Sobolev kernels, for which hF is the inverse
Fourier transform of (1 + x2) s, s > P + 1/2,
• Bessel kernels (Coifman and Lafon, 2006;
Glaunes, 2005).
Gaussian and Cauchy kernels are particularly of
interest as they introduce an observation scale  F .
However, choosing the optimal function hF defining
the kernel is still an open issue. In our application,
we opted for Gaussian kernels due to their wide use
in the machine learning community.
Appendix B. Formulation of the exact
matching problem.
According to the formulation of Eq. 3 (Sec. 2.4.1),
the exact matching problem has the following ana-
lytical solution:
f(I) =
NX
i=0
KF (I, Ii) · ci, (31)
where the vectors ci 2 C are solutions of the follow-
ing linear system:
NX
j=0
KF (Ii, Ij) · cj = xi, 8i 2 [0, N ]. (32)
Note that KF (Ii, Ij) 2 MM,M with this formula-
tion.
Eq. 32 can be condensed using the product of
block matrices:
KI ·C = X, (33)
where:
• Ct = (ct0, . . . , ctN ) 2 R(N+1)M ,
• KI 2 M(N+1)M,(N+1)M is the matrix made of
the M ⇥M -dimensional blocks KF (Ii, Ij), (i, j) 2
[0, N ]2,
• Xt = (xt0, . . . ,xtN ) 2 R(N+1)M .
If we choose a reproducing kernel of the form
(App. A):
KF (I,J) = kF (I,J) · IdM,M , (34)
where IdM,M is the identity matrix in MM,M , and
kF = hF   SA, the solution for Eq. 3 can be re-
written in a simpler form, namely:⇢
f(I) =
PN
i=0 kF (I, Ii) · ci,
with C = K 1I ·X,
(35)
where:
• C = (c0, . . . , cN )t 2MN+1,M ,
• KI =
 
kF (Ii, Ij)
 
(i,j)2[0,N ]2 2MN+1,N+1,
• X = (x0, . . . ,xN )t 2MN+1,M .
Appendix C. Link between the total abnor-
mality in each map and proposed distances.
In this paper, we used the Euclidean distance for
both metrics SA and SC . Thus, the total abnormal-
ity contained in each map is:
SA(I, I0) = kI  I0k = kIk. (36)
In the PCA case, we can demonstrate that:
kIk2 = kI  Iˆ?k2 + kIˆ?   Iˆ?0k2
+ kI0   Iˆ?0k2   2
N+1X
m=M+1
x?m · x?0,m,
(37)
where Iˆ? and Iˆ?0 are the PCA-based reconstruction
of I and I0 using the first M principal directions,
and x?m and x
?
0,m correspond to themth component
of x? and x?0, respectively.
Proof: We denote e?m the eigenvector of the PCA
basis corresponding to themth component. We can
write from the PCA definition:
I =
1
N + 1
NX
i=0
Ii +
N+1X
m=1
x?me
?
m. (38)
From the dimensionality reduction process, we also
have that:
Iˆ? =
1
N + 1
NX
i=0
Ii +
MX
m=1
x?me
?
m. (39)
Thus, for the left side of Eq. 37:
kIk2 = kI  I0k2,
=
N+1X
m=1
(x?m   x?0,m)2,
=
N+1X
m=1
 
(x?m)
2 + (x?0,m)
2   2 · x?m · x?0,m
 
.
(40)
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Figure 25: Subject ordering according to the amount of total abnormality contained in each map and (a) the PCA-based
distance to normality with residual, or (b) without residual, or (c) the ML-based total distance to normality. The black arrow
indicates the image used to constrain the manifold, representing a normal motion pattern, and used as origin.
And for each term of the right side of Eq. 37:
kI  Iˆ?k2 = k
N+1X
m=1
x?me
?
m  
MX
m=1
x?me
?
mk2,
=
N+1X
m=M+1
(x?m)
2.
(41)
Similarly, we have:
kI0   Iˆ?0k2 =
N+1X
m=M+1
(x?0,m)
2. (42)
And finally:
kIˆ?   Iˆ?0k2 = k
MX
m=1
x?me
?
m  
MX
m=1
x?0,me
?
mk2,
=
MX
m=1
 
(x?m)
2 + (x?0,m)
2   2 · x?m · x?0,m
 
.
(43)
The result of Eq. 37 is therefore straightforward.
In the PCA case, and according to the computa-
tions above, we also have:
kIˆ?   Iˆ?0k2 =
MX
m=1
(x?m   x?0,m)2,
= SC(x?,x?0)
2,
(44)
and Eq. 37 can be rewritten as:
kIk2 = d?P (I)2 + d?M (I)2
+ d?P (I0)
2   2
N+1X
m=M+1
x?m · x?0,m.
(45)
This is illustrated in Fig. 25a, confirming that both
expressions are equal. Note that dM and dP calcu-
late the Euclidean norm of M - and P - dimensional
vectors, respectively. The validity of using such dis-
tances in the same equation is therefore ensured by
the residual term 2 ·PN+1m=M+1 x?m · x?0,m.
Fig. 25b compares the amount of total
abnormality to the right term of Eq. 37
without this residual term, namely toq
kI  Iˆ?k2 + kIˆ?   Iˆ?0k2 + kI0   Iˆ?0k2, showing
this mostly a↵ects the images close to normality.
We performed the same comparison in the ML
case, for which the manifold is constrained to pass
by I0, and therefore Iˆ?0 = I0, namely dP (I0) = 0.
As visible in Fig. 25c, the property discussed above
is not satisfied in this case, linear regression over
the plotted data leading to slope coe cients of
1.13 (manifold data only, dashed red line) and 1.04
(whole data, black line), associated to R2 coe -
cients of 0.96 and 0.93, respectively. The dimen-
sionality reduction inherent to the manifold esti-
mation still preserves the concept of abnormality
embedded in the input maps, but also takes into
account the geometry of the training set, as sum-
marized in Fig. 26.
These observations are also supported by the fact
that some images may contain the same amount
of total abnormality, but be clearly discriminated
by the proposed distances dM and dP . Fig. 27 il-
lustrates this point for two subjects with di↵erent
patterns on the maps (one with SF, and the other
without SF). Both maps contain the same amount
of total abnormality despite the fact that they be-
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Figure 26: Relationship between the total abnormality con-
tained in each map and the proposed distances for comparing
subjects to the training population.
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Figure 27: Example of two patients having the same amount
of total abnormality SA(I, I0), but di↵erent patterns (pres-
ence and absence of SF, respectively). These subjects are
clearly discriminated by the use of the proposed distances
dM and dP (cf. table values and asterisks-marked minia-
tures on Fig. 24).
long to di↵erent groups, but are correctly discrim-
inated by the distances we propose (Fig. 27 and
asterisk-marked miniatures in Fig. 24).
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